Training TEDxStyleFacebookLive
TEDxStyleFacebookLive: One intensive day of training is all you need with low
costs and a high level of visibility
Do you want to create your own expert position on social media without spending a fortune?
With our TEDified™ presentations you are always up to date with what to say and how to say it. You
can interview, share an engaging message or stream live in an attractive style.
With TEDxStyleFacebookLive, we will get you ready to the level that is required for visibility on social
media. Livestreaming of high quality, without the mistakes all starters make. Your audience stays,
because you have really something interesting to say. And more than that:
They are guaranteed to come back to you over and over again, because you stand out of the
mass crowd of ‘just doing a Facebook Live’.
You will never look like just a taking head, and you will spread your message effectively and with
EASE and fun!
Are you ready to create your Facebook Live at a TEDx level over and over again?
It will only take you a day to learn! And remember, all we tell you about Facebook visibility is useable
on all social media!
If you want to take it even further, we work with the Experts of Ann DeVere from LA and together we
will show you how to set up your own TV channel for € 300 or less.
What does the TEDxStyleFacebookLive training contain
We guide you through
Technical set up
- Interview techniques
- Light
- Storytelling techniques
- Angle
- Crafting your pitch for business or
- Handling backgrounds
personal branding
How do I start?
TEDxStyleFacebookLive one
day training is taking place if
there is a group of 10 participants.
If you want to participate, we will
inform you when the next training
will take place, but it is also
possible for you to create your
own group with like-minded
persons’ and follow our program,
we are flexible!

Practical information
Investment
€ 497.- excl. 21% VAT per participant
(including The 10 steps to TedxStyleFacebook Live starter guide).
Location
Area of Utrecht unless otherwise requested. All other details will be sent to
you after your subscription. Your place will be confirmed after we have
received your payment.
Contact
You can contact us by filling out our contact form so that
we can arrange our first meeting and discover possibilities...
In case of any questions, please send
an email to info@presentation-master.com..
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